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e.J . AWARDED FELLOWSHIP
by We nd y Watson
seminars and one large group
A scant two weeks
The three small
I ture.
after forme r Chief Justice
seminars
addressed
the topics
Burger's VISit to Marshallof "The History of the Court";
W ythe, our halls were once
"The Court's Procedures, and
again
graced
by judicial
the
Art of Supreme Court
greatn
On Wednesday,
Advoca y"; and "The Role of
October 17, current Chief
General Constitutional Theories
Justi e William H. Rehnquist
in Supreme Court Decisions."
arrived at the Williamsburg
Nine students, three faculty
Airport for a three-day stay.
members and a moderator
Chief Justice Rehnquist
attended each seminar. The
carne to Williamsburg to
larger group lecture, "Public
receive the fIrst Carter O.
Service
and the Changing
Lowan e Fellowship in Law
Nature of the Profession,"
and Public Service. The award
provided 160 students the
was
given
at
a
opportunity
to hear Chief
luncheon/ceremony on Friday.
Justice Rehnquist.
Students
The ceremony was attended by
were chosen to attend the
15 Marshall-Wythe students as
functions by lottery. Through
well as faculty members,
the lottery, other students were
administrators, and friends of
chosen to attend the Lowance
Lowance.
Carter Lowance' s
Fellowship
Award
widow was also in attendance.
CeremonylLuncheon and
a
Former
Virginia
governor
Godwin spoke at the ceremony more
unstructured
Friday
and 0 an SuUivan introduced morning
breakrast
with
Chief lu \ice Rchnquist.
Rehnquisl.
Although
Rehnquist
Mike McVicker (IL),
officially made the trip to who attended the seminar on
receive the Carter O. Lowance "The History of the Court,"
Fellowship, much of the Chief commented that Chief Justice
Justice's time here was spent Rehnquist was "quite affable
speaking to students in small and easy-going . . . relatively

open-minded," but that he
nevertheless came across as a
"knowledgeable and erudite
person." McVicker said 'that he
was impressed with the scope
of Rchnquist's knowledge when
the Chief Justice, having
discussed Gelpky v. Iowa
Railroad, spoke extensively on
the impact of the railroads on
the economic development of
the Midwest and the growth of
Chicago.
Aceording to Andrea
Jones (lL), students attending
the larger lecture had similar
reactions to the Chief Justice.
Jones said that most of the
students in the larger section
found Rehnquist to be an
effective speaker, who was both
personable and knowledgable.
.In the large lecture, Rehnquist
spoke about his experience with
Public Service through the
ABA

when

he

-.vas

in

the

private sector in Arizona. In
response to a student question
regarding the difficulty of
handling pro bono cases outside
one's
field
of expertise,
Rehnquist expressed his belief

Joel Ankney

So many pumpkins, so little time . .. .

Continued on Page Three

STUDENT SOLDIERS
by Caryl Lazarro
For most MarshallWythe students, the situation in
the Persian Gulf has little daily
impact beyond rising gasoline
prices. For thousands of men
and women in the armed

Joel

Jarrett Arp (3L)

(JAG) Corps for at least six
years after graduation from law
school.
During the school
year, their only obligation is to
undergo a physical fitness test
twice a year.
According to
Gleisberg, the purpose of FLEP
is to bring people into the JAG
cOf]JS who "know what it's like
to serve in the Army." Most
attorneys in the COf]JS have not
served elsewhere in the Army,
she explained.
As a result,
some of them are not entirely
trusted by the soldiers who
may think that the attorneys
"don't understand the mission"
to which they're assigned.
Asked
about
their
potential role in the Middle
East, Gleisberg, Spaulding and
DeToro all commented that the
chance of being pulled out of
school and sent overseas is
almost
none.
Gleisberg .
explained, "People who are
taken over are in a unit that
has a mission that is needed
there.... Because our 'mission' is
Ankney law school, and th ey don ' t need
law students, it's very unlikely
that we 'd be taken out of
school." She added, however,

forces, the conflict is very close
to home. What, however, is
the effect of the Middle East
crisis on law students who also
happen to be in the military?
Given
the
growing
U.S.
presence and the escalating
tensions in the Persian Gulf
and
Saudi
Arabia,
The
Advocate spoke with a few of
'.hese
soldier-students
to
Jiscover what role they may
have in the current situation.

that in case of "all-out war"
where a significant number of
additional troops were needed,
or in a case where there were
substantial casualties, personnel
such as FLEP students could be
called. "Because it takes 18
months to train someone to do
what I do" there would not be
time to train replacements. "I
don't think that will hapPen,"
Glcisberg concluded. DeToro
agreed
with
Gleisberg's
assessment, adding that reserves
would probably be activated
ACTIVE DUTY
At
least
three
before the Army would start
MarshaIl-Wythe students, Cindy
pulling from FLEP.
GIcisberg, Chris DeToro and
There are, however;
Katherine Spaulding, all third
many lawyers already in Saudi
years, are active duty Army
Arabia and the Persian Gulf.
Captains in the Funded Legal
Each unit that is sent over
Education Program (FLEP).
includes several lawyers to
Through a highly selective handle the legal problems for
the unit.
These may be
process, 10-15 army officers
each year become eligible for personnel problems, given that
FLEP. Once an individual is a heavy concentration of
accepted into the program, the Americans in the extremely
Army pays their tuition and
restrictive
Saudi
Arabian
expenses, along with their society is bound to lead to
regular salary.
In exchange, some trouble.
DeToro noted
the
student
makes
a that
other
attorneys
sent
commitment to serve in the . overseas act more as "corporate
Army Judge Advocate General
lawyers," with the unit to

which they're assigned as their
"corporation."
The FLEP
students noted
that these
attorneys might be involved in
international environmental law
associated with fuel dumping,
or might negotiate "SOFAs"
(status of forces agreements)
dealing with the rights and
behaviors of personnel stationed
in another country and culture.
Gleisberg
and
Spaulding did have some
involvement with the Middle
East situation this summer
while working in the JAG
office at Fort Eustis.
"This
summer they deployed a section
of Fort Eustis,"
Spaulding
Continued on Page Eight
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

INTER ALIA
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is serious.
It is also just beginning to get the attention it warrants.
The facts are straightforward. AIDS is caused by the
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). The incubation
period of the virus is long -- from five to ten years.
Antibody testing can detect mv. Most people with HIV
develop AIDS. The virus damages the immune system,
making the carrier more susceptible to possibly deadly
diseases. There is no known cure. AIDS is fatal.
AIDS is spread in four ways: sexual intercourse with an
infected person, sharing a hypodermic needle with an infected
person, an infected mother to her fetus, and an infected blood
transfusion. That's it. It's not spread through food, touching
or bathrooms.
The rules for preventing AIDS if you are sexually active
or use intravenous drugs are: use condoms with spermicide
for any sexual intercourse with a non-monogomous partner,
avoid exchanging bodily fluids during sex, don't share
intravenous needles, don't switch sexual partners, and talk
about sexual/drug history with a sexual partner.
The Virginia Department of Health reports that from July
1989-June 1990, there were 615 reported cases of HIV
positive in Virginia. 139 of those cases were people eighteen
to twenty-six years old, and eighty-eight of the 139 were on
the peninsula.
The rate of people that are HIV positive is increasing
among heterosexuals and college-age people. The rate has
levelled off in the homosexual population as awareness has
increased and precautions are taken. This week's People has
AIDS and teenagers as its cover story -- the impact is being
felt in the general population.
AIDS will be cured through research and information.
There will be a discussion by Rob Donahue of the Peninsula
AIDS Foundation on 7 November at 7 P.M. Prevention is
your best bet.

TO THE EDITOR:

-----
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So, the wine has begun
to sour on me as well. I find
it difficult to refrain from the
hope
that
next
year's
participants show as little
appreciation, understanding and
maturity, and as much egotism
as you.

students based on race or sex,
think how different MarshallWythe and society at large
would be today.
It is precisely because
the courts and the legislature
have prohibited discrimination
in employment and school
admissions that minorities in
this country have progressed
and have continued to make
contributions as always. All
people have the inalienable
right to be the best they can be
and do the best they can.
Sometimes outside pressure
must be exerted to make sure
that no artificial obstructions
are placed in a person's way.
When some white
people are visibly surprised to
hear that I am a law student,
and when many of the old
barriers and attitudes still
remain, now is clearly not the
time for the government 10
withdraw from the fight for
equality.
At least I was not
insulted on the doorstep of my
own home as was Professor
Spencer (third years may recall
this incident from her speech at
Martin Luther King Day in
1989); but that is little
consolation when I realize that
in 1990, no matter what I have
worked for, no matter what I
have achieved, no matter where
I work, how I dress, where I
live or how much 1 earn, if l'm
black, then to many, I'm still
seen as something other than a
first class citizen.

Thank you, but I
believe I've had enough wine.
Three
weeks
after
the
completion of the Bushrod T.
Court
Washington
Moot
Tournament, the bottle has
gone bad, bitter. I speak now,
not on behalf of the Moot Sincerely,
Court Board or Bar, but on
behalf of myself.
Pat Allen
Over the past several Chief Justice, Moot Court
weeks,
the
attitude
and
Board
behavior of several of the
second year participants in this
year's Bushrod tournament has To The Editor:
been inexcusably immature and
With his veto of the
self-centered.
Unfortunately,
this small group of hushed 1990 civil rights legislation,
whiners reflects poorly on the President Bush has once again
rest of the participants. Yes, I demonstrated that he is not
interested in making full
believe I've had enough ..
This editorial is not participation a reality for all
A
recent
directed
to ward
those Americans.
participants who approached me experience of mine showed me
during and after the tournament in no uncertain terms that as
with legitimate concerns about far as we have come since
the administration of the Brown v. Board of Education,
tournament Nor is it directed we still have much, much
toward those participants who further to go.
Last week I went to
sought a further explanation of
their scores or wanted further visit a friend who lives in
an
affluent,
elaboration on the criticisms KingsmiU,
predominantly
white
residential
they received during the
tournament These few people community in Williamsburg.
showed enough maturity and All visitors to the development
care for the moot court are required to check in with
program to voice and to discuss the guard at the gate. After I
gave the name of my friend,
their concerns.
No, this editorial is the guard asked me if I was
directed toward those of you "going to work." To him, it
who lacked the maturity and seemed, no black person could
the concern for anything but be going into Kingsmill to pay
He had
yourself.
This editorial is a social call.
of
apparently
relegated
persons
Maxine Cholroondeley, 3L
addressed toward those of you
color
entering
this
development
who chose to whine in mumed
Dear Editor:
tones rather than stand up and to that of worker even though
discuss your concern about the he has to know that there are
Based
on
our
administration
of
the some black families living experience in administering the
Honor Code, the Judicial
tournament or your untimely there.
In years past, blacks Council has concluded that, in
elimination. Sour grapes on
who had white collar jobs or some important areas, the Code
your part? I don't know.
What I do know is that who lived in upper middle is vague and unclear. Before
a group of third year students class neighborhoods would be considering
any
possible
devoted hundreds of hours of told nOh, you' re different," or changes to the Code, however,
their time and energy to make "Oh, you're not like the rest of the Judicial Council believes
the Bushrod tournament work them," implying that educated, that
the
procedures
for
blacks
were amending the Code should be
as fairly and run as smoothly suc cessful
I clarified.
as possible. Several of these somehow an aberration.
recall
a
story
I
heard
as
a
The current Honor
students dedicated eight, nine,
My
father,
a Code
prOVISion
governing
ten hours a day to the child.
tournament in the weeks psychiatrist, had been pulled amendments (Conduct of Trial,
over by a police officer in Section VII: Amendment, p.
preceding it
I know that the Maryland. Upon questioning 14), together with the relevant
tournament
did
not
run my father, the officer was SBA Constitution provisions
perfectly.
The Bushrod confused when he learned that (Article VI: Judicial Council,
is
the
first my father, a "Negro," was also Sections 3 & 4), present an
tournament
opportunity the new Board has a physician. It appeared to the ambiguous picnrre of the Honor
amendment
process.
to work together, and inevitably officer that these two facts had Code
Apparently, these provisions
there are some kinks and mis- to be mutually exclusive.
This mindset is not provide that a majority of the
communications. I offer no
quite
as
prevalent today. But Judicial Council could amend
excuses.
I know that next year, obviously, if the Kingsmill the Honor Code unilaterally,
some of you may be running guard is any barometer, the without the consent of the SBA
membership.
We think that
Bushrod. This year's Board is stereotypes are alive and well.
taking steps to assure that you
If one of my former unilateral amendment of the
have a chance to learn how the employers had believed or had Honor Code, by the Judicial
Board works, and to actually been able to plead that it would Council or any other body, is
The proposed
work together before coming be detrimental to its business to unacceptable.
back to school next Fall to find employ a black marketing amendment makes clear that
yourself in the midst of a representative, I would not have authority to amend the Honor
cumbersome and complicated been able to make a living and Code properly belongs to the
competition which puts you in the company would have SBA membership.
Given this lack of
the awkward position of missed out on the business I
criticizing
and
choosing generated.
If schools were clarity, the Judicial Council has
amongst your peers.
pennitted to- deny admiss~on . to . Continued on Page Four
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SERCH'S STRAIGHT TALK

DOUGLAS PROFILE
by Dave Edwards
The latest addition to
the Marshall-Wythe facility is
Assistant Professor of Law
Davison M. Douglas. Professor
Douglas, who will teach legal
and
labor
and
history
employment law, comes to the
law school from Raleigh, North
Carolina. where he worked in
private practice with the firm
of Smith, Pauerson, Follin,
Curtis, and James & Harkavy.
In addition to an undergraduate
degree
in
history
from
Princeton, his graduate degrees,
all of which are from Yale,
include a J.D., Masters degrees
of Arts and Philosophy in
History and a Master of Arts
and Religion.
Douglas says he chose
to teach at Marshall-Wythe
because of the strength of the
school and the desireable
location. "The students have
been great," he says, "the
faculty is very congenial, and
it's a!so a. preuy
live."

area. to

tavonte areas ot law are
labor and employment law and
American
legal
history.
Douglas concentrated on labor
and employment law and also
civil rights law when he was in
private practice.
He has
worked on cases involving
sexual discrimination, voting
rights, prison conditions, police
misconduct,
and
First
Amendment rights of public
employees.
Douglas believes that
maUers of law make beuer
sense when viewed in their
historical context.
He is
puuing that philosophy to use
in his current writing project,
an article on the case of Swann
v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg, m
which the U.S. Supreme Court
first held bussing to be a
legitimate
desegregation
remedy. His focus, however, is
not on the Supreme Court
decision, but on the complex
and rather untraditional process

HIS

by which the U .S. District
Court Judge first created the
bussing remedy and upon the
socio-political context of that
decision. Douglas plans soon
to begin his next project, an
examination
of both
the
intersection of the National
Labor Relations Act with the
First Amendment and N.L.R.B.
and court interpretations of the
First Amendment in the context
of
labor
relations
rules,
particularly with reference to
picketing and other laborrelated speech issues.
Douglas has a number
of outside interests, including
athletics, local politics, and
church-related activities.
He
enjoys basketball, tennis, and
especially
long-distance
bicycling.
As a resident of
Raleigh, he devoted time to a
community homeless shelter,
and he hopes to become
similarly involved in the
Williamsburg community.

WORKFORCE 2000
by Maxine Cholmondeley
I recently had the
opportunity
to observe a
roundtable discussion hosted by
the School of Business at
Hampton University. I found
that lawyers, legal issues, and
ethics surface when least

Time - Warner.
I was very
interested to fmd that of the
six, three had law degrees.
Two of them had started their
careers
with
the
legal
Department of Labor and
eventually moved into the
private sector and human
expected.
The
The conference was resources marIagement
held ,to discuss Workforce other had attended law school
2000. "Workforce 2000" is the at night and had never
term given to the concept that practiced.
Since none of the three
the laborforce of the 21st
century
will
be radically was serving as labor counsel to
different than that of the last their company, I asked how
50 years.
Because of its their legal training helps them
different demographics, this manage the human resources
workforce is expected to function for their companies.
present new challenges to They alI felt they were able to
managers in the years to come. spot issues faster and were able
The six participants to "cut to the chase" while
were senior human resources those around them were still
management executives from trying to figure out what the
American National Can Co., the problem was.
Equitable, the GR Group, Lucas
At one point the
Aerospace, Philip Morris, and discussion turned to ethics in
Continued from Page One
that, for the ClIem, naving a
lawyer who is out of his/her
element is beuer than having
no lawyer at all. He further
commenled that, because of
those situations, public service
cases give lawyers a chance to
expand their own experience by
handling different types of
cases.
Both
Jones
and
McVicker
commented
that
Chief Justice Rehnquist wenl
out of his way to qualify his
remarks by emphasizing that
his opinions were just that:
opinions, not hard and fast
fac ts.
Betw een
official
engagements,
Chief Justice
Pehnquist and his wife had an
op~ortunity
to
enjoy
Wilhamsburg. Robert Bryant
(2L) , who, with help from
Michael Chu (2L) , drove
Rehnquist -and his . wife around
Williamsburg in the rented

by Peter Kay
As part of its informal
series of forums, Students for
Ethnic, Cultural, and Racial
Harmony (SERCR) presented
"Straight Talk on Gay Issues"
on October 18.
Hosted by
undergraduate Alex DeKramer
and second year law student
Christopher Farris, the goal of
the
presentation
was
to
encourage discussion, dispel
myths,
and
break
down
ignorance
and
fear
of
homosexuality.
About forty
students attended.
DeKramer and Farris
started the presentation by
soliciting anonymous written
questions from the audience.
Farris urged that people not
refrai n
from
posing
embarrassing
or
offensive
questions.
In this frank
atmosphere, audience members
raised a variety of issues: gay
sexual practices, promiscuity in
the gay community, the practice
of "outing"--forcibly exposing
closeted homosexuals, telling
friends and parents about
AIDS,
gay
homosexuality,
culture's affmity for Oprah

{oUowing

scenario

Continued on Page Ten

We'll shake, scoop
or slice it.
Any way you_like it! .

the workplace.
They talked
about the necessity of having
employees
sign
annual
disclosure and conflicts of
interest statements as do many
law firms and other companies.
The

Winfrey,
and
whether
homosexuality is a result of
genetics or of environment.
The audience was
keenly interested on the effect
of "corning out" on friends and
family. Both DeKramer and
Farris
stated
that
some
members of their families have
not fully accepted them and
may never will.
Both also
relayed the anguish of losing
close friends because of sexual
preference. DeKramer pointed
out the peculiar problems that
she,
as
a
lesbian,
has
encountered.
Lesbians often
come up against another level
of misunderstanding because
normative gay culture, as the
public understands it, is mostly
male.
Farris also described
personal
encounters
with
homophobia at William and
Mary.
Nevertheless, at the
College, both have found
comfortable niches and support
systems.

was

presented: A tells B that A's
company is about to take some
action that will affect its stock
price. It is clear that B would
violate insider trading rules if
B made a trade based on this
information. But if B tells C
about the imminent action, and
C trades in the stock, has B or
C violated any ethical or legal
rule?
The conference was
enlightening
because
it
demonstrated another way that
a law degree can be a stepping
stone to a different career.
Also, regardless of the forum
or topic, ethics will always be
an important issue.

Lincoln Towncar for most of . house where the Rehnquists
their three-day stay, had the stayed. On Saturday morning,
chance to see the less formal
before brunch with President
side of the Chief Justice.
and Mrs. Verkuil, Chief Justice
According to Bryant, Rehnquist and Mrs. Rehnquist toured
was "very down to earth, real Colonial Williamsburg. Bryant
relaxed." Both Rehnquist and said they seemed to enjoy it.
his wife seemed interested in
After the brunch, Rehnquist
the students and the faCulty, attended the William and
and they questioned Bryant on Mary/Bucknell
game
with
who would be at each function
President Verkuil and Deans
and who taught what Bryant Sullivan and Vick. Meanwhile,
commented that, when his wife Mrs. Rehnquist took the time to
was not in the car, Rehnquist shop at the Craft House and to
chose to sit in the front seat buy some stationary.
and talk casually with Bryant.
Sullivan attributed the
Rehnquist appeared to be success of the program to the
favorably
impressed
by Chief Justice's personality and
Williamsburg and the College. willingness to enter into the life
What does a Chief of the community while he was
Justice do when he's not Chief here. He added, "I thought it
Justicing? Bryant informed us was really wonderful -- one of
that Rehnquist took every
the best programs we' ve had in
opportunity he had to walk and
enjoy the outdoors and spent the time I've been on the
It . was ·a -wonderful
much of ·his · time ' at Moody faculty.
four days."
House, the restored colonial
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MORE LETTERS

Continued from Page Two
proposed an amendment to
Articlc. VI of the SBA
ConstitUtion.
The proposed
amendment
clarifies
the
procedures for amending the
The principal
Honor Code.
features of the proposed
amendmcnt are as follows:
*
The Judicial "
Council holds a hearing open to
the
entire
Marshall-Wythe
community on any proposed
amendment to the Honor Code.
*
The Judicial
Council votes on the proposed
amendment at least two weeks
after the hearing.
* If a majority of the
Judicial Council supports the
proposed
amendment,
the
proposal is put to a vote of the
entire SBA membership.
* If a majority of the
SBA membership votes, and
2{3 of those voting approve the
amendment, the amendment is

the time to study the proposed
If the Dean of the amendment,
which
is
Marshall-Wythe School of Law reproduced below.
and the President of the
It
is
our
firm
College of William and Mary conviction that the Honor Code
approve the ratified amendment, t>elongs to all members of the
community.
it becomes part of the Honor Marshall-Wythe
Code.
We believe that this amendment
The
amendment
also to the SBA Constitution is
provides the mechanisms by necessary to preserve the
which the Judicial Council may integrity of the Honor Code.
adopt administrative rules and Please make an informed
procedures.
These choice on Tuesday, November
administrative
rules
and 13.
procedures would govern details
Sincerely,
involved in conducting Judicial JUDICIAL COUNCIL
Council business and must not Michael Flannery
conflict with the Honor Code Tom Cody
itself.
Frank LaRuffa
On Tuesday, November David Nelson
13, 1990, the SBA membership Tammy Wayne
will vote on the proposed Katherine Dowd
Amendment to Article VI of Patty Erikson
the SBA Constitution. It is our Steve Gerber
hope that before that date, each Mark Matney
member of the SBA will take

*

Amendment to Article VI
Article VI.
Judicial Council.
Section 6.
Article VI, sections 3 and 4 are hereby repealed.
Article
VI, section 7 supersedes any and all advisory opinions
previously promulgated by the Judicial Council.
Section 7.
.
a)
The Judicial Council shall have the authority to
propose, to the general SBA membership, amendment(s) to the
Honor Code.
1. At least two weeks prior to any vote by the
Judicial Council, on any proposed amendmentts) to the Honor
Code, the Judicial Council shall conduct a hearing on the
proposed amendment(s). This hearing shall be open to the
entire Marshall-Wythe community.
2.
ShOUld a majority of the full Judicial Council
approve the proposed amendment(s) to the Honor Code, the
Judicial Council shall then administer within four weeks a
vote on the proposed amendment(s) , open to the entire SBA
membership.
Any proposed amendment(s) to the Honor Code shall
become a valid part of the Honor Code when ratified by 2/ 3
of the voting SBA members, provided that at least a
majority of the entire SBA membership votes:
An~
amendment(s) so ratified must be in conformIty WIth the
policies of the College as prescribed by the Board of
Visitors, and must be approved by the Dea~ of the
Marshall -Wythe School of Law and the PreSIdent of the
College of William and Mary.
b ) The Judicial Council, in its capacity as honor
council, may adopt administrative rules and procedures
governing the conduct of Honor Code adjudications.
Such
rules and procedures shall not conflict with the SBA
Constitution, SBA Bylaws or Honor Code.
Any administrati ve
rules and procedures, or amendments thereto, ~h~ll be
.
determin ed by a majority vote of the full JudICIal CounCIl
and shall not become effective until the start of the next
academic term.
No pending matter shall be governed by ~ny
new administrative rules and procedures unless all partIes
to that matter agree. The se administrative rules and.
procedure s s hall be in writing and shall be made avaIlable
to a ll SBA members.
c) The Judicial Council , as a branch of the SBA and by
the authority granted in Article VI, section 2, may adopt
admini stra tive rules and procedures governing the conduct
of Judicial Council business, other than Honor Code
adjudications.
Such rules and procedures s h all not conflict
with the SBA Constitution , SBA Bylaws or the Honor Code.
Any administrative rules and procedures , or amendments
thereto, shall be determined by a majority vote of the full
Judicial Council, and shall be effective immediately upon
approval.
These administrative rules and procedures shall
be in writing and shall be made available to all SBA
: meinb e"rs , ~
- - ""
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CURRICULUM
COMMITTEE
SURVEY

ratified.

I by Katie Finley
I
Have you ever felt that
I you would really like to take a

additions to the curriculum.
The Juvenile Law Clinic has
! course but since you are in one not been offered since Fall
of the last priority groups you 1988 leaving even fewer
I probably will not get in the opportunities for both juvenile
: only course offered in that law and clinical experience.
I area? Even worse, that area of Fewer students are able to
I law may not be offered at all participate in Trial Advocacy
I and you will have to take one now that it is offered as a
: of the countless variations of year-long course rather than a
t tax. Have you ever felt that semester course each fall and
I Legal Skills sometimes does spring.
I not leave enough time for the
The students who had
I rest of your work or the rest of taken Professor Smolla's new
I your life? Do you think that Bill of Rights class last fall
you deserve more academic were generally very satisfied
I credit for the Legal Skills and most of those who had not
I workload and all the meetings taken it thought they would be
I you have to attend with interested in taking it in the
I partners,
clients,
working future.
Students expressed
:. groups and opposing counsel? similar satisfaction with · Judge
I Many of your classmates might Powell's Family Law course.
I share your opinion.
Other suggestions for new
I
Last April, a total of courses included elder law,
f 153 fIrst. second and third year education
law
and more
expressed
their offerings in environmental and
\ students
1 opinions in response to a international
law.
: Curriculum Committee survey Environmental and international
I about the the Marshall-Wythe were the areas of specialization
I curriculum and Legal Skills most often mentioned by
I program.
The committee students.
I distributed the survey results to
Over one-third of the
the faculty to make them aware respondents were not aware that
I of students' concerns.
a law student may apply up to
Only
forty-three six hours of non-law school
I percent of the students were credit towards his or her
I generally pleased with the degree.
Even though many
I current
Marshall-Wythe second year students were
I
.
j c u r r l c u l u m . aware of the option, only four
I Sports/Entertainment
Law, percent had exercised iL The
I Juvenile Law, and Health law school registrar and the
I Law/Law & Medicine le.d the undergraduate professor must
j list of courses that students
both
approve
the course
I believed would be valuable Continued on Page Nine

I

I

I

CALLBACKS? - CALL US
TRAVEL
SERVICE
253 • 1212 OR 877 - 7227

* WE'LL HELP YOU GET HOME
FOR THE HOLIDAYS *
ALL TRAVEL SERVICES AT NO COST TO YOU:
LOWEST AVAILABLE AIR-FARE
AMTRAK AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
CAR RENTALS
DELIVERY TO THE LAW SCHOOL

START PLANNING FOR SPRING BRE AK
-

CALL U TRAVEL NOW
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MASHAW
by Caryl Lazzaro
Professor
Jerry
Mashaw, a leading authority on
administrative law and the
legislative
process,
spoke
Monday afternoon as the 199091 George Wythe Lecturer.
Mashaw's talk, entitled "So
that's What We Meant
A
Legislator's Guide to the New
Constitutionalism and to the
Supreme Court's Interpretation
of Federal Statutes," focused on
and advocated the growing
tendency of the Supreme Court
to read statutes according to
their "plain meaning."
To · an
audience
composed primarily of faculty
members, Mashaw described
intensifying
disagreements
between the Supreme Court and
Congress. "The basic idea of
the Court as a faithful servant
of
the
legislature
has
disappeared," noted Mashaw.
These disagreements, Mashaw
pointed out, are primarily
manifested in the Court's
increasing tendency to confine
itself to the words of the
statute when presented with the
task of interpreting a legislative
enactment.
The
often
voluminous legislative histories
created by Congress are no
longer considered persuasive.
Justice Scalia, Mashaw
explained, is the most vocal
proponent
of
the
"plain
yet other
meaning rule,"
Justices,
such
as
White,

SPEAKS

O'Connor, Kennedy and the
Chief Justice, have written
opinions indicating support for
that approach. With at least
five members of the Court
endorsing the plain meaning
doctrine, those remaining are
learning to base their decisions
on "words of the statute"
interpretations . in order to
obtain a majority.
The move to a plain
meaning doctrine is based in
part on simple differences in
methodology.
Rather than
delve into the
legislative
histories that Congress values
so much, the Court prefers a
statement"
in
the
"clear
legislation itself. In fact, said
Mashaw, many recent decisions
have provided an opportunity
for the Court to "lecture"
Congress on the necessity of
such
clear
statements .
Additionally,
the
Court
recognizes "significant, if not
overwhelming" authority in
administrative agencies based
on the substantial interpretative
and rule making powers vested
in the agencies by Congress.
Mashaw also discussed
substantive differences between
Congress and the Court in
statutory interpretation.
An
example of such differences is
the recently vetoed Civil Rights
Act of 1990.
That act
observed Mashaw, would have
changed the effect of at least

ON

PLAIN

nine recent Supreme Court
rulings.
Despi t e
popu lar
assumptions to the contrary, as
a practical matter, offered
Mashaw, the new textualism
does not necessarily mean that
conservative will "win" in the
area
of
Supreme
Court
decisions. First, giving power
to administrators is traditionally
associated with the liberal
viewpoint
Second, several
liberal judges have been able to
"manipulate" the plain meaning
doctrine to win a majority
opinion.
FInally, he noted,
Justice
Scalia,
who
is
considered
to
be
a
' conservative,' has been led
down
"traditionally
liberal
paths"
through
this
methodology.
As examples,
Mashaw cited recent decisions
in which Scalia was pro-labor,
pro-criminal defendant, and proimmigrant
Mashaw also pointed
out that there are persuasive
constitutional arguments to
support the plain meaning
doctrine. "It's constitutionally
appropriate in our polity to give
that [high) level of deference to
the words of our Congress,"
he explained.
Because the
expressed views of individuals
or committees are not approved
by Congress as a whole. they
are not technically valid bases
for constitutional decisions.

A move away from
legislative histories is not
entirely
illogical,
added
Mashaw, when one considers
the inherent unreliability of
legislative histories. There are
virtually no restrictions on what
can be placed on the record in
the course of consideration of a
legislative
InlUaUVe,
thus
lawmakers who want to inject
a certain idea into a law's
legislative history can do so
with ease. Despite the strength
of this argument, Mashaw
noted that the constitutional
arguments are more frequently
offered as a basis for the plain
meaning doctrine.
Another
attractive
feature of the new textualism,
noted Mashaw, is its ability to
allow statutes to evolve. By
eliminating
the
use
of
legislative histories, courts can
shift their focus to more timely
documents such as statutes "in
the same domain" as that of
the
one
in
question.
Furthermore, in considering the
words
of
the
statutes
themselves, courts are not
bound
to
the
examples
contemplated by legislators at
the time a statute was drafted.
There is, said Mashaw, "less
inherent limitation" in more
abstract concepts.
The. potential impac t of

programs are also available for
all students, and may give
indications on personal "best
study methods" and career
choices.
Information concerning
these resources is included in
the "Survival Manual for First
Year Students," a 32-page text
written this past summer by
Amy Jarmon and Robert
Bryant Realizing that much
could be done to make fIrst
years feel more comfortable at
Marshall-Wythe, Jarmon and
Bryant constructed the manual
to provide tips and suggestions
for incoming fIrst years. The
manual discusses topics such as
"how to take notes," "how to
handle stress," and specific tips
for older and married students.
"We got a lot of good
comments from the fIrst years
about the Survival Manual ,"
said Jarmon, adding that she
and Bryant have been thinking
of writing a manual for second
years as well.
Since
the
manual
contains information that could
be beneficial to all students,
several copies have been placed
on reserve in the library.
(Individual copies were dropped
in the hanging files of fIrst
years).
According to Jarmon,
future Student Services projeCts

broad. Because over one half
of all Supreme Court cases
involve statutory interpretation,
noted Mashaw, the plain
meaning
doctrine
will
significantly effect the rulings
handed down by the Court.
Additionally, litigants who are
before the Court are in a tough
position during this time of
transition. "They risk losing
their argument if they go into
the
legislative
history ,"
Mashaw noted.
Likewise,
Courts of Appeals who fear
reversal may begin to conform
to the new plain meaning
doctrine.
Mashaw closed his
lecture by suggesting that
Congress need not passively
accept a move to plain meaning
in the Supreme Court. Instead,
he offered, Congress can
respond by making statutes
more explicit so the desired
meaning of a statute cannot be
mistaken
by
the
Court.
Congress can also pass some
type of legislative history in
resolutions
to
accompany
statutes. Finally, structural and
procedural changes to guard
against concocting subsequent
legislative
"histories"
may
assure the Court that those
histories have a higher level of
credibility.

a major movement in Supreme
Court philosophy is extremely

MAKING LIFE EASIER
by Tamara Maddox
In these days of budget
cuts and library restraints,
students may be interested to
know that one group of people
is devoted to making life easier
for law students. The Student
Services Committee is a joint
student,
faculty
and
administrative effort to resolve
current student difficulties and
to prevent future problems.
Chaired by Professor
Susan Grover and student Amy
Jarmon, the Committee is
responsible for such events as
the
faculty/student
social
gatherings on the patio, which
began last year. The goal of
these "mixers" is to help
students to meet professors they
have not studied under as well
-as to feel more comfortable
around those they have.
The Student Service
Committee also sponsors "Time
Management"
and
"Stress
Management"
worksh ops ,
themes that may be particularly
helpful
to
law
students.
Jarmon mentions that, although
these workshops have been
directed primarily toward fIrst
years, they are broad enough to
be useful for all law students.
"Time and stress management
workshops have always had
small turnouts , but seem to be
helpful to the people who
come." · .
Various - -testing '

MEANING

The George Wythe
Lecture Series was initiated in
1976 to commemorate the
250th anniversary of the birth
of George Wythe. Wythe
served at William and Mary
from 1779-1790. He held the
fIrst academic chair of law in
America.
Each year, a
distinguished legal scholar is
invited to present the Wythe
lecture.

include a study on law school
and main campus organizations
"look[ing]
into
how
and
scheduling is done ...why certain
courses
are
offered
one
semester and not another."
Last year, the committee
conducted
a
survey
on
individual tutoring, but the
project is currently on hold due
to low demand.
.
Jarmon's interest
this area is no accident.
~
Before coming to Marshall-I
«(
Wythe, she worked in higher I
'
•
educa~on, often in an ad~i~ing I
capaCIty. Her former poSitIons I
•
include "Director of Academic.
Support" for the main campus I
•
here at William & Mary. I
•
on
Ja:m
notes ~at her contacts Serving Only the Finest:
With the mam campus are.
. •
helpful in her ability to I
* New York Style Plzza
•
organize programs and locate.
* All Kinds of STROMBOLIS
•

inr •• --•• _- .-- ---------,

MAMMA MIA •

PIZZA.

Deli Restaurant

resourcesThe

Committee also

I

welcomes student input "We'd.
like to encourage studen~ to I
come to any of the CommIttee I
members with suggestions for I
pr?jects we should take on," I
said Jarmon. "Student life is •
tough enough that if anything
can be done to make it better I
and fill in the gaps, I think it's I
important to do this."

I
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•
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Where can you get the best:
Pizza
Hamburgers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sandwiches
Seafood
Selection of beers on draft _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Drink specials
Ethnic food
Fast Food

----------------

.

Ice Cream/Frozen Yogurt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CD selection

-----

---------

'I1Ie Advocate
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~NNUAL

BEST AND WORST
rlLLIAMSBURG

What/Who is your favorite:
Newspaper __________________________________
CW attraction
(e.g. Governor's mansion, gingerbread shop)
Radio station

--------------------------------

Instructor at Aerobics Plus

---------------------

Please drop completed survey in The Advocate's survey box (near the hanging files)
by Monday, 12 November.

.
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STUDENT SOLDIER.S., cont'd
continued from page 1

the firm after they leave the
Army . In addition, Doucette
and Arp can work for the firm
in
the
interim
between
graduation and the time they
receive their assignments from
the Army.

recounted. The attorneys were
working almost 24 hours a day.
"We worked long shifts writing
wills and powers of attorney."
Spaulding found the work very
interesting, noting that many of
the soldiers "were really scared
about what they faced."
ROTC
Over two dozen other
students at Marshall-Wythe
have a commitment to the
military remaining as a result •
of
undergraduate
ROTC
scholarships.
Both Nicole
Doucette and Jarrett Arp, third
years, are second lieutenants in
the Army. Unlike the FLEP
students, Doucette and Arp are
not on active duty. Instead,
they are on "educational delay"
which essentially suspends their
Joel Ankney
relationship with the Army until
graduation . In the past, ROTC
Chris DeToro (3L)
students have been given the
option of choosing to serve in
the reserves or going on active a while for me to be sent
duty after school is over. over," she concluded.
Recently, "they made a decision
Once in the JAG
that all people on student delay corps, the duties of those who
will go on active duty," entered through the ROTC
Doucette explained. Although program would be the same as
ROTC students graduating from those described by DeToro,
law school must formally apply Spaulding and Gleisberg. For
to the JAG corps, Arp feIt that the first year, Arp explained,
it is a "foregone conclusion" much of the work done by
that he will be placed in that JAG officPI" involvf'.<; writing
group.
. wills, helping personnel with
Both Doucette and basic contract problems, and
Arp, like the FLEP students, assisting in other administrative
felt that the odds of being matters. "After the first year,
removed from school to serve you
get a
pretty
good
in the Middle East are very opportunity to litigate," he
"I'm only trained in added. Both Doucette and Arp
slim .
basics,"
said Doucette, "I are also applying for a special
have no specialty, so I think honors program which would
I'd be dead bottom of the list." enable them to fulfill their
The situation after graduation active duty commitment while
may be different, however. working at the Pentagon.
"People Like Nicole and I will
Unlike the active duty
have a lower choice for students, ROTC students are
because
we're fr<ee to spend their summers as
stationing
already obligated [to the
they wish. Arp and Doucette
Army]," Arp said, surmising
worked for the firm of Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher last summer,
that he could be sent to the
Middle East if the U.S . still has just as any law student would.
a significant presence there next "We have a good situation with
Doucette noted that Gibson, Dunn," said Arp.
fal l.
because she needs additional Realizing that the two students
training it would be well into have commitments to the
1992 before she would be Army, Gibson, Dunn extended
prepared to go overseas. offers to them, allowing them
"Things would have to last for to accept now and work with

OPINIONS
ON THE
CURRENT CRISIS
All the students agreed
that being involved with the
military does not help them to
keep up on events in Iraq and
Kuwait "The army operates
on a 'need to know' basis,"
DeToro pointed out; therefore,
there's no reason to disseminate
information to law studc~nts.
They all noted that they have
friends who are currently
stationed in the Persian Gulf
area who write to them with
news. Doucette noted that. her
friends have commented on the
letters sent to service people
from schoolchildren in the
United States thanking them for
"It's good to
their efforts.
have people appreciative of
what they're doing," stressed
"Many colleges
Doucette.
[where the soldiers went as
ROTC undergrads] were very
liberal.... I got hassled at
University of Pennsy}-vania
because of it," she added.
Because of their active
status and the accompanying
prohibitions
on
malking
be
assertions
that
could
construed as official statements,
Spaulding,
DeToro
and
Gleisberg could not comment
officially on the U nited States'
prospects in the Middle East
Gleisberg
did
say
that
personally, she believes that
there will be a continued U.S .
presence in the region. "Even
if we don't take offensive
action, I think it will end up
like Korea," she said, refe.rring
to the possibility of years of
border watching by U.S. troops.
Arp and Doucette were more
open about their opmlOns.
"I'm in support of our response
to the situation, I think it was
necessary,"
said Doucette.
She also feels Hussein may be
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John Fernando (2L) accepts
his award for the Most
Innovative Stipend Project
given at the Nationtll
Association for Public
Interest Law (NAPIL)
Annual Awards Banquet
on October 20, 1990 in
Washington, D.C.
Ferntlndo
worked
for
Peninsula Legal Aid's
Migrant Farm Workers'
Project last summer.

- ---- .I. .. .... ... ... . ..
~

~

~

looking for a way to withdraw
from Kuwait and still save
face. "I would certainly not be
willing to give my life or have
a friend of mine give his life
to lower the price of oil," said
Arp. "I'd hate to see us go to
war [as initiators1 outside of a
U.N. -type. action," he cautioned,
yet added, "As an army officer, , ~--.,
I would go without asking
questions."
WHY THE ARMY?
Spaulding and DeToro
attended West Point.
The
decision to become· involved
with the military was different
for each, however. Spaulding
grew up in England, but
wanted to attend college in the
United States. Because she had
"no home state university" to
attend, she said, "West Point
seemed like a good choice. It
was a good school and
presented
a
challenge."

Joel Ankney

Katherine Spaulding

(3L)

to pay for school and a good
fly."
way
to
learn
to
Gleisberg's father is in the Air
Force and nine of her ten
uncles are in the military. In
addition, she had always
She
wanted to be a pilot.
became a commissioned officer
upon graduation and spent the
next several 'years as a
maintenance \est pilot. In this
capacity, she explained, she
commanrled
people
who
repaired ; ld maintained aircraft,
then sh( would fly them to
make su ~ that they were, in
fact, rep: Ied.

Nicole Doucette

(3L)

DeToro, on the other hand, feIt
that he "wanted to pay back
my debt to society. " He added,
"I feel like everyone should
Doucette's
contribute."
reasons for joining the military
were similar to DeToro's,
except that she came from a
military family. "I was brought
up to figure that you need to
pay back your rights as a
citizen."
Gleisberg attended her
last three years of college
under an ROTC scholarship,
fmding that plan a "good way

DIVEF ;ITY IN UNIFORM
t he
reasons
for
entering .he military vary with
The duties
each in ividual.
they perform and their goals in
the service differ as well.
Moreover, other branches of
and ranks within the armed
forces are well-represented at
Marshall-Wythe.
A retired
Army general is a member of
the first year class, several
graduates of the Coast Guard
Academy are among the student
body, and former military
police officers now spend their
time patrolling their own study
In fact, if anyone
habits.
statement could be made about
Marshall -Wythe's
"studentsoldier" it would be only that
there is no clear "type" of
military student
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ALLOWS

by Amy Jarmon
For five weeks this
past summer, I worked for the
Commonwealth's
Attorney 's
Office for Williamsburg and
James City County.
This
opportunity was available to me
through a Public Service Fund
summer fellowship.
The
experience was very rewarding.
Not only did it provide me
with a chance to serve the
community, but it gave me the

JARMON

opportunity to explore a
potential career option.
As in any clerking job,
I did a certain amount of
routine work.
However,
because the office is shorthanded for the high volume of
cases it handles, I was able to
take on a lot of responsibility
quickly.
After an intensive
overview of criminal law, I
immediately received several
assignments.
The clerks in the office
are responsible for reviewing
the General District Court files
each week for misdemeanors
and felony preliminary hearings.
Consequently, I became familiar
with each case and made notes
f or
the
Assistant
Commonwealth's Attorney; I
would then participate in
briefmg him on the cases. In
addition, I would follow up on
verifying blood analysis results,
discovering
additional
information
from
police
officers, and checking for prior
convictions.
Other duties included
conducting legal research on a
variety of issues, writing
motions and
orders,
and
interviewing victims.
I was
assigned several rape cases to
review for strengths and
weaknesses and possible new
angles to develop. As a team,
the clerks drafted appellate

. Page
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PROSECUTE

briefs for the Cases going ethically, whether justice is
before the Court of Appeals. I better served by a plea bargain,
was able to spend many hours and whether a victim is being
observing in the courtroom, helped in every way possible.
which gave me a much better To assist in working with
view of the process as well as victim concerns, the office now
has
a
victim
assistance
the techniques.
There are many tragic coordinator who explains the
cases which come before this process to the victim (and
office --especially child abuse witnesses), who refers the
cases. There are violent and vIctim to needed services
gruesome crimes and a constant (counselling, social services,
stream of petty offenses with etc.), and who helps the victim
repeat offenders. The attorneys complete a victim impact
in the office often know more statement which is used in the
their
vlcums
or sentencing process.
about
defendants from past incidents
ProsecutoriaI work: is
than is admissible in court. challenging to say the least It
Yesterday's defendant is often . is a balance between advocacy
today's victim in our society; and counseling. It is a struggle
and the cycle repeals itself.
between cynicism about humans
I came away from the and the desire to help them. It
summer with a great deal of involves long hours and too
respect for the two attorneys in many cases. It is frustration
the office.
They juggle a with paperwork, which may be
heavy caseload and try to missing or inadeQuate at times.
prioritize the cases so that their The pace and stress level are
energies are wisely spent. A not for everyone. For me, it
capital murder or rape case can was an opportunity to gain new
take
months
of
careful skills, to have immediate
preparation. A petty larceny responsibility, and to have
for two packages of meat from exposure to a possible career
the local supermarket may take area I now work: twenty hours
only minutes to sort out per week in the office as a law
Through all the decisions, trial clerk and am still considering a
preparations, plea bargains, etc., career in prosecutoriaI work:.
Thank you to PSF for
they attempt to do the right
thing.
They are constantly the chance to serve the local
confronted with whether a case community by having a real
is one which should be Dursued impact on how well the cases

are prepared for trial, and for
the
opportunity
to
gain
perspective
on
one
specialization in the law.
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Survey, cont'd
Continued from Page Four
selection.
A student must
register by the end of the law
school add/drop period even
though college courses begin a
week later than law school
courses.
Nearly one-half of the
flfst and second year students
were only somewhat satisfied
with the current Legal Skills
program and nearly a quarter of
the students were somewhat
dissatisfied.
Seventy- three
percent found time scheduling
to be a major problem with the
program and poor distribution
and timing of the workload was
the primary complaint Other
complaints included lack of
notice
of
meetings
and
assig nments ,
diff i culty
coordinating meetings with
others, and an inconsistent
work schedule.
Seventy-two
percent of first years and fifty
eight percent of second years
did not think that the amount
of credit allocated to Legal
Skills is appropriate to the
workload.
O ver three quarters of
the flfSt and second year
students felt that Legal Skills
prepared them to research and
write memos as part of a
summer employment position.
Several students expressed that
the research instruction was

adeq~ii ' ':bti!'.. ~~ :.)~~boolc

instruction was not Seventyeight percent of the students
the
program ' s
appreciated
attempts to simulate real life
atmosphere of a law firm but
forty-five percent felt that the
realism aspect had gone too far.
Each spring, second
year students are required to
take the Ethics exam as part of
Legal Skills. However, only
sixteen percent of last year's
second year students felt
prepared to take the exam that
was given only a month after
the survey was distributed.
Many second year students felt
that the Ethics Labs were
ineffective.
A totaI of 38
students suggested a separate
graded legal profession course.
Nearly forty percent of
first and second year students
felt that the Legal Skills
program was well organized.
Some second years noted that it
is getting better.
As Legal
Skills prepares for its sixth
se mester,
hopefully
the
ambitious
p rogram
will
continue to improve and
their
students
will
offer
feedback to benefit everyone
involved in Legal Skills and the
curriculum decisions.
[Ed. note:
Survey results
posted on SBA board.]
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BU·L LETIN BOARD
The opportunities for
resume enhancement are too
numerous to detail all in one
announcement, but I hope to
give you some idea of the
many
possibilities
that
membership in the Law Student
of
the
Division
(LSD)
American
Bar
Association
(ABA) has to offer. With the
COfIstant changes facing the
legal profession, there is no
better way to complement your
legal education and get the
jump on the "real world" than
through the wealth of accurate,
concise, and timely infom1ation
you'll receive as a law student
member.
The
LSD
has
approximately 37,000 members
from law schools across the
country. Members are entitled
to a number of professional and
educational benefits, including
subscriptions to Student Lawyer
and the ABA Journal; reduced
membership rates in any of the
substantive law sections of the
ABA; discounts on ABA
publications;
and
the
opportunity to participate in
organized competitions such as
the
National
Appellate
Advocacy Competition, Client
Counseling
Compet i tion,
Negotiations Competition, and
any number of essay contests.
Qualification
for
these
competitions is through intro-

school competitions.

Membership

in

the

Advocate detailing many of

Moot Court and Law ::::

across the country at meetings
held throughout the year, and
with leading practitioners in the
senior bar (the ABA). Law
students have the opportunity to
serve as a liaison between the
LSD and individual Sections of

Association.
We invite you to join
the Law Student Division;
applications are located on the
bulletin board across from the
SBA office. If you have any

Saturday.
The
Victory
Barbecue, which is a fundraiser ~~~:
to benefit Moot Court and Law f.:~.: : •••••• • • • • • • • • •
Review, will be held in the law
school lobby from 4:30 - 6:30 :~:~:: CONGRATULATIONS
PM
::i.
to

participate in service programs

Thomas
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;7~~t~?:;er::~fu~:ti~~~ Division
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Eric
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John Edwards
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LSD members who do
not chose to play an active role
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AIOS
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a 30% discount on the
TALK
Preliminary
Multistate Bar
Review (PMBR) seminars; a
by

unknown and currently underappreciated culinary geniuses, :;:::
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:
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come out and enjoy the best of .::::
good 'ole Southern cooking, :~:~
while supporting two important
Marshall-Wythe organizations. ::::
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Mike Lille
Harbor

Tues., Nov. 22
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Marshall-Wythe at
the ABA Negotiation

gt!~~ir:i~1 0~On~h~e
~~7~~n~g:~~§
I
f
the
rates; special rates on Hertz car
rentals;
and
a
low-cost
insurance program.
Membership in the
Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association can
offer you more than a line on
your resume and a few
publications in the mail. All
you need to do is get involved.
Keep your eyes open for future
announcements
in
The

:

•

SERCH, cont'd
Continued from Page Three

Farris emphasized the
importance of the recent
addition of Sexual Orientation
the
College's
nonto
discrimination clause.
The
modification of the clause
represents that as an institution,
William and Mary will not
tolerate discrimination against
homosexuals. Furthermore, it
projects this institutional stance
to the applicant p<?Ol and to .the
wodd . .

Farris, who has given
similar presentations on the
undergraduate
campus,
expressed
a
degree
of
apprehension about discussing
his sexual orientation in front
of his law school colleagues.
His apprehension was amply
rewarded by an open-minded
and receptive audience that
engaged in a ninety minute
dialogue . .

....

,.

,.
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COLLEGE ATHLETICS

~

by Mychal Schulz
An interesting letter collegiate athletics is that major schools have enough interested
and
basketball alumni that will be able to
appeared in the Baltimore Sun . football
this summer. Reflecting on the programs generate the money support
small ' athletic
a
turmoil
then rocking the that . enables a school to carry program.
Simply put, big·
University of Maryland athletic non-revenue programs such as programs produce money, but
department, the writer asked cross-country, track, swimming at staggering costs. Eliminate
why the university didn' t and the like. While this trickle the cost, and you eliminate the
simply
eliminate
big-time down theory looks good in need for high revenue.
athletics, dropping it to, say, theory, the reality belies a
Another reason for bigDivision m.
In this way, different scenario. For every time programs is that a school
Maryland would be sending a Notre Dame, where the football is often defined by its athletic
message to the rest of the and basketball teams generate image. A high-proflle athletic
country that, hey, the university enormous amounts of income, image, so the theory goes,
runs the athletic department, there is a Wisconsin or a means greater attention focused
Maryland, where the athletic on the university, which leads
not the other way around.
When I first read the department is deeply in debt. to greater contributions. Too
letter, 1 thought it was silly. In addition, there are numerous often, however, this is not the
How
could
a
big-time Penn States, where breaking case. I recall a quote by the
university, a member of the even is the rule.
University
of
Oklahoma
Atlantic Coast Conference with
Eliminating big-time chancellor a few years ago.
a storied basketball history and programs will not lead to a Talking about his desire to
some pretty good football years collapse
of
intercollegiate improve the school's academic
too, simply drop into Division athletics.
De-emphasis will reputation, he said "I want to
III? After this initial ridicule
significantly
reduce
costs. build a university the football
however, I began to find that Small programs can readily be team can be proud of." One
the idea was really not so absorbed into a school's budget has a hard time believing Barry
ridiculous after all.
without the fear that a bad Switzer or Charles Thompson
A favorite argument of season will force a program could ever be proud of how
proponents
of
big-time deep into debt. Further, most many
Rhodes
Scholars

Oklahoma produces.
Eliminate
big-time
athletics and the academic
reputations of schools will more
than make up for any attention
or money lost through the
absence
of . football
or
basketball. I don't believe that
DuPont would .diminish its
of
a
monetary
support
university simply because it
didn' t have a Division I
football team.
Certainly,
fellowship grants or government
research grants are not based
upon the number of wins in the
last five years, or what bowl
game a school went to last
January. Show me a school
that would rather be known as
a football great than an
academic giant and I'll show
you a president about to lose
his/her job (as happened to
Oklahoma' s chancellor).
Finally, there is the
argument
that
big-time
intercollegiate athletics prepare
athletes for later life through

c

discipline and teamwork. Such
a point; however, is incorrect. "Athletics
supplies
these
benefits, not big-time athletics.
I doubt that USC's last five
quarterbacks are faring any
better in life than Holy Cross's
last five quarterbacks. Indeed,
if the scandals which are
rampant in Division I are any
indication, an athlete may do
better to enjoy life in a smaller
program than in a program
under the media microscope.
Needless
to
say,
Maryland will never drop its
football or basketball program
to Division III. Few schools
do. Those that have dropped - .
to a lower level, however, seem
to be happy about it, such as
Holy Cross (Division II) and
the University of Chicago
(Division III). As a die-hard
Notre Dame alumnus and fan ,
I try to enViSion a fall
afternoon without the gold
helmets in action. This fall,
for the first time, I realized it
wouldn't be such a bad thing.

SCOREBOARD
SCHULZ ON MARAUDING
Shaking
off
key
lDJuries
and
abse nc e s,
Marshall ' s Marauders captured
the W illiam and Mary "A"
League
intramural
softball
championship
by
beating
Prurient Interest, 8 - 4.
Early in the playoffs
the Marauders looked like they
would
be
watching
the
conclusion of the season from
the
second
floor
library
windows.
Hampered by
injuries to Matt "Lisa! " Pullen
and Mychal "Slash" Schulz,
Marshall ' s boys staged a comefrom-behind,
extra-inning
victory
over
a
feisty
underIndian fraternity.
The
Mauraders raced to a 2-0 lead
behind the shots of Kevin "The
only real athlete on the team"
Fleming and Bobby "Good
dog," Carll.
That lead
evaporated
in
the
sixth,
however, as shaky fielding by
the
normally
sure-handed
infield lead to four unearned
runs
by
the
frat
boys.
Undeterred,
the
Marauders
loaded the bases with no outs,
but only managed two runs out
of the threat to send the game
into extra irlnings.
Despite
giving up two more runs, the
Marauders refused to quit,
striking three times in the
bottom of the seventh to
advance to the semi-finals.
Marshall's
boys
assembled for a semi-fInal
clash with yet another annoying
fraternity (is there any other
kind?) severely hampered by
injury and absence. Reaching
down to the fIrst year farm
system, the Marauders nabbed
Greg "I really get a shirt for
only playing in one game?"
Schwind for emergency duty
before dismissing the frat boys .
with prejudice. Falling behind
3-0, the Marauder' s responded

Marauder's emerged with a
well-deserved
8-4
victory,
thereby laying claim as the top
softball team not only at the
College, but in the law school.
And all this without resorting
to the Flat Hat rankings or selfinflating stories about their
pro w e s s
be for e
the
championship.
Letting their
play do the tallong, Ute game
was best summarized by Joe
"Dutch"
Tighe,
"Prurient
Interest? I guess it's back to
the glossy magazines for them."

effective serve, and the Adults throughout the playoffs by"
made a late surge, sparked by displaying reckless disregard for
the strong defensive play of his own safety, was unable to
Julie Greenisen, but could not compete in the fmal because he
overcome the deficit and fell was visiting his mother. In
fact, the Adults fInished the
15-7. The match was tied.
DuPont won the serve regular season 1-3 and were
for the [mal game and the never able to fIeld the full six
Adults elected to finish the players until the playoffs began.
The Adults gained
match, after the mid-game
switch, on their winning side. strength as they cruised through
This time Velcro took the early the fIrst four tournament
lead until perennial runner-up matches without losing a game.
Davis sent serve after serve Lisa Leber contributed with her
spinning harmlessly off the strong and consistent serves
opposition's
arms.
The despite stopping for happy hour
DuPonts were demoralized and on the way to the quarterlsemiHarry Lewis
never recovered as Greenisen fmal matches.
(the only player to compete in and rust year Sonya Spielberg
all nine matches) put the match made timely appearances to
away, 15-6, with the help of support the cause. Some felt
some clever net play by the Rising Adults were charmed
when
their
semi-final
Garvey.
Few gave the Rising opponents, Saucy Intruders, a
of
talented
but
Adults any chance of even team
reaching the fmal, much less disorganized fIrst years, found
winning.
An official was their powerful servers could not
overheard before the match, deliver at critical moments.
"How did these guys get here? Bua found a more earthly
They were seeded like 37th or explanation, "We had good
something." It is true that the women." The team agreed that
played
with
road to the championship was a everyone
rocky one. In the fust match determination and cunning.
of the four game regular Oxenham, a VB expert after-<
season, athletic mercenary Greg three matches and two victory
Casker was the only man able beers, said it best, "We played
to play. The team was nearly well together."
ejected from the league for
failing to have the requisite two
males. Ironically, Casker, who
contributed
admirably
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "-

with a 15-run outburst in their
half of the inning behind the
hitting prowess of John "Are
we having fun yet?" Tarley and
Christian "I am the contracts
god" Connell.
The Marauders entered
the championship game in
dreadful condition. With Matt
"Lisa, stop!" Pullen and Brian
"When's
football
season?"
Fusonie missing, Steve "Like 1
had ' range anyway" Schofield
hampered
by
a
pulled
hamstring, and John "Who
cares if we win because Notre
Dame beat Miami" McNelis
fresh off a 12 hour car ride
from South Bend, Marshall's
boys prepared to meet Prurient
Interests, whom they had been
crushed by in the regular
season.
Not on this night.
however.
The Marauders quickly
showed that they were not
going to be used and abused as
had the Interest's previous
opponents. Timely hitting by
Tom "My goal in life was to
get an intramural t-shirt, so
now I can die" Jones and Matt
"I'm just happy to be here"
O'Toole, the Marauders raced
to a 4-0 lead. They then broke
the game open with a bases
loaded single by Mychal"The
one-handed wonder" Schulz,
and pulled out to a 7-3 lead.
Tony "Pop it up, that's what I
do" Johnson provided an
insurance run with the longest

Third year volleyball
tearn, Rising Adults, stormed
back from near extinction to
capture the "B-league" title
Sunday.
Opponents, DuPont
2nd East (Velcro), displaying
superior talent and height,
arrived well before the match
to warm up, but Anne Bomar,
displaying her team's superior
nonchalance,. showed up just
seconds before the fIrst serve.
The Adults got off to a quick
start thanks in part to Captain
Mike Garvey's weak, but
effective serve.
Bob Bua,
inspired by thoughts of the
upcoming Halloween party,
bolstered the team with timely
diriks and well plaCed touches
in the face of powerful spikers.
With fewer than six side-outs,
Velcro were stunned 15-0 in
the rust game of the best of

hit registered by a Marauder on
the season, though a rme play
by the Interest outfield turned it
.
rifi fl
mto a sac lee y.
After that, the defense
kicked, in. and smothered the
Interest s lIDpotent efforts to get
bac k·
th
b thm~eathetakingru:ne. SParkba~
y e r
g, aero tIc
fielding of pitcher Rick "I am
"
too ~ful Carlson and Steve
"Remhar..!t
I'v"e. go t a t~sh'lrt
. .
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and you don t Scbofiel~, the
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y
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ov.erhead fIst shot and setting
0
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YOU CAN ALWAYS GET

•
•
•
•

Great Lectures
Concise, Up-to-date Materials
HarBrace Multistate Workshop
Essay Testing Programs

• Convenient, Multiple Schedules

Save $150 on the VA,MD,DC,PA
courses - enroll by November 15th.
See your reps - Sabrina Johnson,
Dan Kelly & Littleton Tazewell

BAR REVIEW

1909 K Street, NW 202/ 833-3080

The Advocate

